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What is the difference between Sphere’s NGO Handbook on
humanitarian response and a counter-insurgency manual? This
question is not as facetious as it may sound because much enlightened
counter-insurgency strategy focuses on improving people’s lives
through relief and development work. Indeed, the question suggests a
deeper one about the contemporary relationship between Coalition
counter-insurgency and humanitarian programming. Do humanitarian
agencies and Coalition forces in Iraq and Afghanistan share some of the
same moral goals and employ the same means to these ends? This is a
serious question today and one which has been forced upon
humanitarians by each of the warring parties who both describe UN
agencies and NGOs as ‘collaborators’ - albeit with rather different
meanings. Coalition authorities have welcomed humanitarians
positively as partners while resistance groups have killed humanitarians
as treacherous agents of the enemy.

I think the answer to the question of whether there is some common
Coalition and humanitarian agency morality is essentially yes but with
some significant qualifications over how such a morality should be
applied. In other words, there is a considerable overlap of moral ends
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between the Coalition, humanitarian, human rights and
development agencies in Iraq and Afghanistan.This is particularly
true of the Coalition’s post invasion peace aims around state-
building, liberal democracy and social welfare. But such moral
overlap is less apparent around the morality of means adopted to
achieve such ends. Many agencies rightly find key areas of Coalition
method to have been deeply flawed – politically, militarily and
developmentally. Similarly, most agencies would not share the more
dubious US motives for the initial invasion of Iraq such as oil
acquisition, personal revenge and the hope that Iraq would be a
new liberal platform in the Middle East from which to unlock
wider Arab democracy.

The purpose of this paper is to look briefly at liberal counter-
insurgency doctrine and to show how, in its best form, it has much
in common – morally and methodologically - with the concerns
and methods of humanitarian and development work.1 It shows
that Coalition, UN and NGO peace aims are indeed very similar.
They share significant moral overlap with one another. But more
than just comparing the two fields and their moral ideals, I want to
suggest that UN agencies, NGOs and other humanitarian
commentators may be in an interesting form of denial about the
morality they have in common with Coalition authorities.They
seem to find the idea of having shared values with the Coalition
somewhat distasteful in a way which they have not always done
with other insurgents and counter-insurgents with whom they have
found a shared morality in previous wars.Why is this?

The conventional answer to this question is that such distancing is
just healthy humanitarian impartiality and independence. But this
does not hold up because most agencies are not simple
humanitarian agencies but multi-mandate agencies working well
beyond humanitarian limits in mainstream development
programming. Instead, this deliberate distancing of moralities may
reflect reasonable differences over means and justifiable suspicions
over American neo-conservative goals. But there may also be
something more visceral in the resistance of many agency people to
Coalition policy. It may help to be explicit and distinguish between
the hard points of policy difference and the more emotional disdain
with which some liberals view other liberals.

Liberal Agencies and the Good Society

The great majority of so-called humanitarian agencies in both Iraq
and Afghanistan are, in fact, multi-mandate liberal agencies and
NGOs rather than strictly single-issue humanitarian agencies.This
means they operate a humanitarian mandate alongside a much
wider moral mandate around poverty eradication, development and
the whole range of human rights – civil, political, social, cultural
and economic.There is little doubt that most of these multi-

1 Current Coalition counter-
insurgency policy in Iraq may not
represent this best form but there are
certainly many other contemporary
wars in Africa and Asia which
represent a far worse form. 
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mandate organisations share much of the same liberal ideology as
the Coalition – the member states of which are also their biggest
donors.Agency visions of the good society and what it might look
like in Afghanistan and Iraq have much in common with the
Coalition’s.

The tendency of multi-mandate agencies to misrepresent
themselves simply as humanitarian agencies in such conflicts can
sometimes cover up their wider values or emphasize greater
differences than actually exist between their own ends and those of
the Coalition.Writing of another context, Nicholas Stockton has
criticized multi-mandate agencies for their approach to the war in
the Democratic Republic of Congo where they have ‘blurred’ their
mandates in a way which obscures the deeper role they seek to play
in reforming warring societies.2 These agencies want to ameliorate
immediate suffering but also to campaign against its causes and
transform society towards a particular vision of liberal peace and
prosperity.This wider socio-political aim is obvious in Afghanistan
too and would be in Iraq if more of them could work there more
easily.This does not mean that multi-mandate agencies cannot
operate in war or do humanitarian work. Indeed, it is vital that they
do so. It simply means that they need to recognize their
organizations for what they are and present themselves accordingly.
A little frankness around their moral goals might make many
relationships – with armed forces, with armed groups, with the
people and with other agencies - clearer and possibly better.

Multi-mandate agencies are not the same as a humanitarian agency
like the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) whose
sole concern is with people in war and not with the creation of the
good society. Humanitarian action operates on an interim ethic that
seeks to bring restraint, kindness and restorative justice to personal
suffering in war.This is a vital but limited moral goal.The moral
ends of multi-mandate organizations are rather different. UN
agencies and many NGOs are driven by an ultimate ethic which is
very much concerned with shaping the future and not just easing
the present.They are deeply concerned with poverty and social
justice and have a vision of the good society which they want to
bring about.This is different to a simple humanitarian agency.
ICRC has a vision of a better war but they do not have a vision of
the good society, either nationally or globally.This makes them very
different from Care, Oxfam,Action Contre Le Faim, Caritas, IRC,
Save the Children, UNICEF, UNDP and many others.

Many NGOs – and by no means only those headquartered in
Europe and North America – and all UN institutions hold dear the
values of liberal democracy.This means they usually believe in the
following vision of the good society: equal rights for men and
women; freedom of religion; fair market economics; democracy and
freedom of expression; education for girls and boys; healthcare for

2 Nicholas Stockton, Operating in an
Age of Uncertainty: New Challenges in
Humanitarian and Development Work,
InterAction Forum, Washington DC
May 2004.
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all, and a sustainable approach to the earth’s resources. In the kind of
protracted counter-insurgency war that now dominates Iraq and
Afghanistan, many of these wider values and their practical
application in services and infrastructure for health, education,
livelihood and the rule of law are a critical locus of contest between
the Coalition and Islamist3 resistance.

NGOs and UN agencies with broad social, economic and political
mandates cannot dodge these values if they claim to believe in
them.They cannot say that there is clear blue water between their
values and approach to Iraqi and Afghan society and that of the
Coalition’s. In reality, despite all their rhetoric objecting to sinister
Coalition policies of politicisation and wrongfully integrated
missions, multi-mandate agencies have politicised themselves
already.They have not needed anyone else to do it for them.They
are liberal and democratic.And both insurgents and counter-
insurgents in this conflict have made it clear how they see these
agencies’ liberal ambitions. One side assumes they are natural allies,
the other natural enemies.

ICRC is different.They can and do say that they stand only
temporarily with the victim to help them in their moment of
suffering and threat. But multi-mandate agencies have much more
in mind for society. Like investment banks, they can try and put up
‘Chinese walls’ between their humanitarian and development
departments and suspend their ultimate development ethics for
society while they operate their interim humanitarian ethic in war.
But, in reality, they do not. Not least because conditions are not
extreme for long before rebuilding and development is required.
Nor should they suspend their ultimate ethic indefinitely.Their
values are good ones. NGOs and UN agencies have improved
people’s lives and changed the world for the better. But their
liberalism now puts them in the front line in Iraq and Afghanistan
where they find they have more morality in common with one side
than the other.They have been lethally challenged as a result. But
many agencies have also found the idea that they have much in
common with Coalition aims deeply disturbing and have tried to
distance themselves from the Coalition as much as possible.

Liberal Differences and Liberal Shame 

Why do UN agencies and NGOs find something repugnant in
recognizing a common morality between their work and the
Coalition’s? Is this distaste simply tactical because it is so physically
dangerous to admit such common cause in Iraq and Afghanistan? Is
it because the current White House’s neo-conservative vision is
really a deeply different vision of the good society to that held by
liberal agencies? Is it, in fact, just a conflict over means rather then
ends? In other words Liberal agency people want a prosperous

3 I am using the term ‘Islamist’, as
distinct from Islamic, to describe a
particular form of radical, intolerant
and violent political Islam.
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liberal Iraq and Afghanistan but they object to overpowering and
sometimes indiscriminate US military methods, the sub-contracting
of favoured US corporations and the systematic torture of unjustly
detained prisoners.

Or is such disassociation because most UN and NGO liberals have
a deep dislike of militant liberalism in any form? Like John Stuart
Mill, their 19th century predecessor, such contemporary liberals
prefer people to find liberalism for themselves, so becoming liberal
by struggle and conviction rather than by being bombed into it.4

Or, more subtly still, is it because a significant number of UN and
NGO people and their development ideologues are somehow
resentful of the way Coalition policy shows up their own liberal
project to be so very similar to current hegemonic ideology – this
at a time when radical liberal theorists have not yet found a credible
and popularly accessible ideological alternative to the way power
talks today. Perhaps many liberal agency people feel very
uncomfortable – even strangely ashamed - to find they believe so
much of the same political philosophy as powerful people whom
they do not intuitively like and whose methods they regard as
abusive.

The radical response from many humanitarian and development
ideologues and activists to the horror of finding a militaristic
America and Britain talking the same liberal language of rights and
freedom is to dispute Coalition integrity. It is now fashionable to
discredit the morality of the powerful through the post-modern
discipline of semiotics – arguing that Coalition ideologues do not
really mean what they say and have simply co-opted and contorted
liberal values and meaning to suit their own realist ends. In other
words, Coalition liberals are fakes. People of power like the leaders
of the Coalition – it is argued - can only ever have one value and
that is power itself. So, we may all say that we want better water-
supply for Iraqis and better schools for Afghan children but only we
– the humanitarian, human rights and development people – really
mean it and want these things for the right reasons.

This tussle within liberalism appears to be almost as antagonistic as
the confrontation between liberalism and radical Islamist ideology.
In my experience, more NGO and UN agency energy is spent
discussing the threats posed by the ‘war on terror’ than the threat of
Islamist ideology and terrorism itself.This conflict within liberalism
presumably stems from the very healthy liberal ambivalence about
power of any kind and a justified horror of liberal aggression which
has killed, and can kill, to an extraordinary degree.

But intra-liberal differences obscure deep common values that exist
between the liberal doctrine of counter-insurgency that drives
current Coalition strategy and humanitarian, human rights and
development ideology.The rest of this paper identifies this moral

4 See discussion of Mill’s anti-
interventionist views on the
Hungarian uprising of 1848 in
Michael Walzer’s Just and Unjust
Wars, Second Edition, Basic Books,
1992, pp87-95.
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overlap between Coalition counter-insurgency and certain
humanitarian and development doctrines. Finally, I will try and
suggest a healthier way than denial and repulsion for multi-mandate
agencies and Coalition authorities to deal with one another’s
respective liberal convictions.

Insurgency and Counter-Insurgency
Warfare

Great, titanic, classical wars are a rare thing. Most wars are shaped by
what military doctrine calls insurgency and counter-insurgency.An
insurgency may be started by a small, ideological armed group
which gradually encroaches on a state to win over its people and
take its territory.This process can either be enlightened and
respectful of the population or brutal and rapacious. Insurgency may
also describe the process by which a partisan or resistance
movement with significant or little popular support seeks to
destabilize an occupier. Insurgency warfare is thus characterized by
guerrilla warfare and significant military asymmetry between the
state and the insurgent challenger. Counter-insurgency is the term
used to describe the state’s response to such a challenge. Like
insurgency, this state response may similarly either be thoughtful,
subtle and respectful of the population or vicious and repressive as it
roots out insurgents and their supporters.

Most of the revolutionary or de-colonization wars after World War
II were of this kind in countries like Greece, the Philippines,
Malaya, Cuba,Vietnam, Congo, Cyprus,Aden, Kenya,Algeria and
Northern Ireland. Since the 1980s, humanitarians have been actively
involved in or around this type of war in most of their operations in
Uganda, Ethiopia, Mozambique, Northern Iraq, Sudan,Angola,
Sierra-Leone, Sri Lanka,Afghanistan, Indonesia, Nicaragua, El
Salvador and Guatemala.Today they again find themselves involved
in Iraq and Afghanistan.

What tends to distinguish insurgency and counter-insurgency
warfare from titanic military clashes is that such warfare is primarily
a political struggle and not a military confrontation.The battle is for
the support or control of the people.These same people are,
therefore, the medium of the fight itself.Whoever wins the people
will win the war and win the state.This view is well put by
insurgents and counter-insurgents alike. Here is Mao Tse Tung, the
father of modern insurgency which he termed ‘revolutionary
guerrilla warfare’:

‘What is the relationship of guerrilla warfare to the people?
Without a political goal, guerrilla war must fail, as it must fail if its
political objectives do not coincide with the aspirations of the people
and their sympathy, cooperation and assistance cannot be
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gained...because guerrilla warfare basically derives from the
masses and is supported by them, it can not flourish if it separates
itself from their sympathies and cooperation’.5

And here is Field Marshal Sir Gerald Templer who led the British
response to the Malayan emergency of 1948-60 and coined the
famous phrase ‘hearts and minds’:

‘…the shooting side of the business is only 25per cent of the trouble
and the other 75 percent lies in getting the people of this country
behind us.’ 6

When they work in insurgencies and counter-insurgencies,
humanitarians also enter this struggle for the people.Alongside,
the main protagonists, humanitarian agencies represent a third
group who compete for access, acceptance and the support of the
people. In an important way, humanitarian organizations also join
the battle for people’s ‘hearts and minds’. One could quote from
any number of humanitarian agency manuals which emphasize
the critical importance of an agency’s acceptance by the people
and the people’s active involvement, participation and
mobilization in humanitarian and development programmes. Such
involvement is seen morally as a right that people have to take
control of their own lives and practically as the best way of
ensuring effective relief work.

So, in different ways, all three groups – insurgents, counter-
insurgents and humanitarian agencies – claim to know what is
best for the people and seek to improve their lives accordingly.All
three groups make claims about the moral ends they regard as
right for the people. Insurgents usually define their moral ends as
liberation into a new and just society. Counter-insurgency
authorities often talk of pacification, stability and the inevitable
progress of the status quo. Humanitarian agencies argue for
people’s protection, assistance and development.All three groups
also make claims about what constitute the means to secure these
ends. Insurgents and counter-insurgents alike often argue for the
public goods of personal security, education, health and improved
livelihoods - albeit usually from different political and religious
perspectives. So too do humanitarian, human rights and
development agencies who are equally concerned with these
same public goods.

Winning the People to Liberalism

Modern counter-insurgency doctrine developed rapidly in the
1960s to do exactly what its name implies – provide effective
state-led counter measures to an insurgency.To do so, counter-
insurgency doctrine essentially held a mirror to insurgency

5 Mao Tse Tung On Guerrilla Warfare,
translated by Samuel B. Griffiths II,
University of Illinois Press,
Champaign, 1961, pp43 and 44.

6 Sir Gerald Templer cited in Ian
Beckett Encyclopaedia of Guerrilla
Warfare, Checkmark Books, 2001,
p98.
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strategy and set out to beat insurgents at their own game. If
insurgents - essentially following Maoist ideals of protracted people’s
war - set out to fight an integrated political and military war
through the people, then counter-insurgency would do so too.

In an inevitably brief look at such doctrine it may help to focus on
British counter-insurgency doctrine which developed fast as a
response to the insurgencies at the heart of the many decolonisation
wars being fought against the British after World War II. Perhaps the
most celebrated public exponent of British doctrine was Robert
Thompson whose 1967 book Defeating Communist Insurgency was
highly influential.7 The aim of much counter-insurgency is often
framed as pacification 8 and, like Templer,Thompson makes the crucial
distinction, seldom sufficiently heeded by counter-insurgents, that
the priority of counter-insurgency is ‘to defeat the political
subversion and not the guerrillas’.

The key means for doing this are to be found in strategies of
intelligence, separation, civilian protection, welfare, development,
communication and the rule of law.As for insurgents, so for
counter-insurgents, intelligence is critical. It enables the state
authorities to understand who is driving political subversion and
who and where the guerrillas are and how they are being politically
supported and sustained. If attachment to the people is critical to
insurgents then separating the insurgents from the people becomes
central to counter-insurgency.This has been done by strategies of
villagisation, self-defence forces and the arrest of subversives.The
physical protection of civilian populations now separated from
insurgents is then the central security priority of counter-
insurgency. If state authorities cannot protect people then it makes
little sense for people to side with them against insurgents.

All these practical policies try to isolate the insurgents from their
potential base of support in the people and are to be conducted
within a framework of emergency legislation. Social and economic
development then becomes an essential end and means for counter-
insurgents. Improved government delivery of services for health,
education and livelihood seek to make the point that people are
better off sticking with the government rather than turning to the
insurgents.And, finally, good communications are vital in telling the
people how good the government is and how bad the insurgents
are.Thompson sums it all up by saying that if a government can:

‘Build up an image based on the rule of law and the execution of
constructive and progressive national policies on which it can be
judged by its performance, then it is possible to establish in people’s
minds an equation something like this:

Legality+construction+results = the government
Illegality+destruction+promises = the insurgents.’ 9

7 Sir Robert Thompson Defeating
Communist Insurgency: Experiences
from Malaya and Vietnam, Chatto and
Windus, London, 1967. Thompson
fought as an insurgent himself with
the Chindits against the Japanese in
Burma in World War II. He went on
to become the Secretary of Defense
in the Malaya counter-insurgency
and then the British adviser in
Vietnam. 

8 The word ‘pacification’ has its origins
in the brutal British policies against
the Boers in the Boer War of 1899-
1902. 

9 Thompson op cit p68.
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One example of the British approach comes from the insurgency
against the rulers of Dhofar province in Oman in the late 1960s.
Initially this was met with brutal military repression by the Sultan of
Dhofar, Said, which turned many more people against the
authoritarian monarchy.After being deposed by his son, Qaboos,
government policy changed and secured British support. In 1970,
the British government sent a Special Air Service (SAS) team to
design a new counter-insurgency strategy with the Dhofar
government which produced a five point plan.This was not simply
a hard-edged military campaign plan but an integrated approach
that took a broad view of security not much at odds with current
UN and NGO definitions of human security. Its overall aim was:‘to
secure Dhofar for civil development’ and its five objectives were as
follows:

1 Improve intelligence 
2 Develop an information service to disseminate the government 

point of view to the marginalized Jebalis;
3 Deliver medical aid to the Dhofaris;
4 Provide effective veterinary facilities for the Jebalis;
5 Directly involve the Dhofaris in the fight for their own state.10

Only the last point was strictly military.The other four were
political and developmental.The development aspects were
organized by a series of Civil Action Teams which often used the
protection and improvement of rural wells as their starting point to
a wider agenda of social and economic change – a classic
developmental approach.The SAS had previously pioneered such
health and livelihood work with tribal people in the Malaya and
Borneo insurgencies in the 1950s and 1960s, leading one senior ex-
SAS officer to tell a couple of NGO workers recently that ‘we were
all NGOs before you were!’

The Dhofar plan proved highly effective.This development
approach combined with a rigorous system of physical separation
(three fifty mile wire and mine barriers similar to the current Israeli
fence) and fierce military engagement won the people and defeated
the insurgency within five years.

Moral Overlap 

This must all sound very familiar to humanitarians currently
engaged in Iraq and Afghanistan. It will also sound pretty normal to
NGOs who worked alongside the Mozambican government during
the RENAMO insurgency or the Sandinista government at the
time of the Contra insurgency in Nicaragua.The differences, of
course, are ones of military scale, levels of investment and the
massive presence of commercial corporations and private military
companies in Iraq. But, a key part of Coalition policy in Iraq and

10 Beckett and Pimlott, Armed Forces and
Modern Counter-Insurgency, Croom
Helm, Sydney, 1985, chapter 1.
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Afghanistan, is the same broad aim to secure certain public goods
which will win the people to the government and marginalize the
insurgents. In doing so, Coalition authorities are operating in the
mainstream of liberal counter-insurgency doctrine.This is obvious on
the USAID website and was made plain in a now legendary remark
by a senior Coalition officer in Afghanistan:

‘The war will be won by humanitarian workers and not soldiers
because they, the humanitarian workers, address the root causes of the
conflict.’ 11

Liberal counter-insurgency theorists believe firmly that peace will
come primarily from good politics and effective development, and, if
they are honest, so too do multi-mandate NGOs and UN agencies.
Why else do they do what they do? 

There is, therefore, often considerable moral overlap of ends between
insurgents, counter-insurgents, humanitarian, human rights and
development agencies.This is certainly not a new issue for
humanitarians in counter-insurgency wars. Frequently, agencies find
that they share greater moral overlap with one side than the other in a
conflict. In Central America in the 1980s and 1990s for example,
many humanitarian agencies often found more moral overlap between
their view of humanitarian and development ends and means with
leftist groups and governments than with rightist ones. In Ethiopia in
the 1980s, they tended to find more in common morally with the
liberation movements than the Mengistu government.

In many wars, of course, where elite groups of both insurgents and
counter-insurgents despise the people and are equally ruthless and
self-interested, humanitarians find little if any moral overlap.This is
particularly true when both sides are essentially predatory bandit
cliques with no political vision other than their own pursuit of power
for power’s sake, as was the case in Liberia and Sierra Leone at various
times throughout the 1990s. Michael Moore may wish to characterize
the Bush administration as such a clique but, in reality, the state-
building effort of Coalition governments in Iraq and Afghanistan is
about the pursuit of liberalism and not just enrichment.

So, if moral overlap has so often existed and been tolerated or
embraced with other insurgents or counter-insurgents in the past,
what is so difficult about recognizing and cooperating on such overlap
with the Coalition today? Why, for example, did many agency people
not feel terribly ‘politicised’ and ‘co-opted’ by the TPLF, Frelimo and
the Sandinistas in the 1980s or the Ugandans and the democratic
Sierra Leonean government in the 1990s but do so by the Coalition
in 2004? 
Perhaps there needs to be a bit of truth-telling in humanitarian,
human rights and development circles.This might recognize that we
are selective in owning our moral overlap.When we do not like (or, as
in this case, are ashamed of) counter-insurgency authorities with

11 Cited in Yves Daccord, Armed
Conflict and International Strife: The
Changing Perceptions of Humanitarian
Action and the Consequences for
Humanitarian Coordination, Swiss
Government and Wilton Park
Conference, Montreux, 21st April
2004, pp3.
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whom we have moral overlap we tend to call it politicisation and
cooption.When we like them and feel good about being with them,
we call it impartial cooperation or, more simply, solidarity.

In October 2001, US Secretary of State, Colin Powell, famously
claimed total moral overlap with humanitarian and development
agencies in his address to US NGOs in anticipation of their role
after the invasion of Afghanistan. His remarks have now become
notorious in NGO circles.

‘I am serious about making sure we have the best relationship with
the NGOs who are such a force multiplier for us, such an important
part of our combat team.We are all committed to the same, singular
purpose to help every man and woman in need, who is hungry, who
is without hope, to help every one of them fill a belly, get a roof over
their heads, educate their children, have hope.’ 12

This alarmed NGOs greatly. But one can imagine counter-
insurgency leaders of all types in Central America,Africa and Asia
saying similar things to a room full of NGOs in many other conflicts
of the past – the assumption being that both parties share the same
vision of certain public goods. One can also envisage many NGO
staff at some of these meetings being delighted to hear such words
from certain leftist leaders and feeling the warm glow of shared
struggle as they did so – the buzz of the companeros.

Secretary Powell’s assumption is not necessarily unfounded. Multi-
mandate UN agencies and NGOs do share similar or identical ideas
of common moral goods with Coalition authorities.Their moralities
coincide. It is undeniable that organizations born of liberal
democratic values and with long-term visions of the good society
have considerable political and moral overlap with the Coalition
project in Iraq and Afghanistan.What agencies want for the people
in Iraq and Afghanistan often chimes directly with what the
Coalition wants for people.This is obvious to those resisting the
invasion. It is not a wicked problem of politicisation – the cynical
cooption of humanitarian agencies by Coalition power. It is a
genuine case of moral overlap that sees humanitarian agencies
sharing more common goods with one side than with the other. In
this respect, those leading the resistance in Iraq have got many multi-
UN agencies and NGOs right.They may see us better than we see
ourselves. Or, they see us clearly at a time when we are afraid or
ashamed to see ourselves and our deep liberalism.

The Coalition and liberal agencies both share a common vision of
public goods like health, education, livelihoods and the rule of law.
Liberal agencies with a strong ultimate ethic and ideology around
what constitutes the good society have a vision that extends well
beyond amelioration to a more explicit political project which has
much in common with Coalition counter-insurgency objectives.

12 Colin Powell, Remarks to the National
Foreign Policy Conference for Leaders
of Nongovernmental Organisations,
26th October 2001.
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Humanitarians and other commentators recognize this but have
offen dismissed its significance by claiming that, where the
Coalition is concerned, any interest in public goods is usually just
public relations. It is a means to victory not really the object of that
victory. In other words, when moral overlap occurs, there is a
tendency by some UN and NGO staff to misconstrue it simply as
tactics rather than ethics.

In reality, however, insurgents and counter-insurgents alike may
pursue public goods very sincerely.These goods are not just
regarded as a means to victory.Their realization is victory – the
desired moral end. It is not necessarily the case that the ‘hearts and
minds’ work (and we could now add ‘bellies’ after Powell) of
counter-insurgents is a cynical and instrumental part of dubious
things called war aims. Degrading political motive in this way is
doubly patronizing. First, it assumes that states and people do not go
to war to secure good things, so that by definition ‘war aims’ are
always dodgy. Secondly, it self-righteously suggests that of all three
groups – insurgents, counter-insurgents and humanitarians - only
humanitarians have purity in their pursuit of public goods.

Handling Overlap

The best way to handle moral overlap is surely to admit it and
describe it accurately by showing where it exists and where it does
not.Without such precision Coalition and agency relations will
remain confusingly confrontational while their objectives often
sound strangely similar.Three things could help with such a
clarification of positions.

Owning Liberal Ends 

Islamist attack and Coalition embrace in Afghanistan and Iraq have
pointed something out which many agencies have felt it necessary
to obscure.This is – quite simply – that most secular liberal agencies
that travel the world to help those suffering in war-torn societies are
not simply humanitarian agencies. Like any individual and any
human institution they may and must do humanitarian acts but, in
contrast to ICRC, they are much more than classical humanitarian
agencies.They have a clear liberal vision for society.To use an
Islamic term, they represent a liberal call – a da’wa to liberalism.

These proselytising liberal agencies are, of course, like many of their
counterpart agencies in the Islamic world. Most Islamic charities
also tend to be multi-mandate.They may do humanitarian work in
extreme situations but their vision of the good society is a wider
and distinctly Islamic one around education, health, livelihood,
politics and pietism.This morality often has much overlap with
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liberal aspirations but many agencies are also linked to particular
political projects that can be profoundly at odds with liberalism.13

It may be that the times require multi-mandate UN agencies and
NGOs to resist the temptation to fudge their liberalism as
humanitarianism. Perhaps they need to admit who they are to
themselves and to those they seek to help. Blustering on under the
cover of humanitarian action and complaints of politicisation is a
half-truth and a disguise which may not serve them well. In many
parts of the world, what these agencies believe is more obvious to
others than to themselves. Open-ness may now make better sense
and may also mean that they discover they have many more liberal
friends in places where they work than they had suspected.There
may be a silent majority which has been confused by a fudged
humanitarian claim but will find strength in an open liberal call.

Challenging the Coalition over Means

Despite sharing substantial overlap over moral ends, agencies and the
Coalition may indeed have significant differences over moral means.
In Iraq, the invasion itself was condemned by many as immoral and
reckoned to be deeply counter-productive politically. In Iraq and
Afghanistan, agencies and the Coalition have also had very real
differences over developmental method. Dismantling state security
services and extreme de-ba’athification policy in Iraq has been
strongly criticized.There are strong suspicions that rapid school
building programmes have been aimed more at feel-good quotas for
the US elections than at local participation and sustainability.
Military tactics in the battle in Fallujah have been widely
condemned as disproportionate and inflammatory.The terrible
atrocities in Coalition policies of arrest and detention are rightly
seen as deeply immoral.The extraordinary economic privileges
given to US companies are viewed as unethical and disempowering
of Iraqi society.The hypocrisy of talking democracy in Iraq and
Afghanistan while failing to shape a democratic outcome in the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict is also heavily criticized by many liberal
agencies.

These deep differences over the morality of means are better
discussed in a context that recognizes overlap around moral ends.
Most liberal agencies are both with and against Coalition policy and
might sound more coherent, and perhaps have more influence, if
they described themselves as such.

Avoiding Double Standards

One of the particular problems for many liberal agency staff who
come from the USA, Britain and other Coalition countries is that in

13 See Jonathan Benthall and Jerome
Bellion-Jourdan, The Charitable
Crescent: Politics of Aid in the Muslim
World, I.B.Tauris, London, 2003 
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Iraq and Afghanistan it is our own people and governments who are
the belligerents and sometimes the human rights abusers.To an
activist liberal sensibility it is somehow even more outrageous when
‘our people’ do this than when others do it.

Such high moral standards are hugely important and have been hard
won by US and European societies that have struggled to overcome
the abuses of extreme politics, militarism and imperialism in their
own history. But high standards should not become double standards
so that disproportionate moral outrage is aimed at Coalition policy.
There are other occupations and counter-insurgencies in the world
today and many of them are more brutal and callous than Coalition
attempts at liberal counter-insurgency in Iraq and Afghanistan.

Citizens of Coalition countries have a particular responsibility to
voice their differences with Coalition policy and to campaign to
change it. But they must not let their shame about certain Coalition
means lead to a denial that they have any morality in common with
Coalition ends.

Being With and Against

It is understandable that independent NGO and inter-state UN
agencies should not want to be regarded as ‘Coalition agencies’.
They are not. But it is unwise to pretend that such agencies have
nothing in common with the Coalition’s objectives and method in
its counter-insurgency operations in Iraq and Afghanistan. Being
precise about where one agrees and where one differs is likely to
make for better operations and more influential discussion than
trying to obscure any common morality by draping oneself in an
apparently value-free humanitarian cloak.
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